Campus Readied
For Hotriecoming

Alumna's Painting
Hung in Chapel
A painting of Dr. Francis Howard
Rose's Hope-vale Cathedral has heen
given to Colby College by its artist,
Mrs. William P. Breneman (Helen
Beede.) - . ' ¦ ••
Based on a cut from the October
'46 issue of "The Colby Akimnus",
the painting portrays the small, outdoor chapel designed and built in
the wilderness of the Philippines during the midst of World War II.
Dr: Rose. '09 and his wife , Gertrude Coombes Rose, '11, spent the
greatest portion of their lives in
missionary work in the Philippine
Islands. At the outset of the last
war; the couple was forced to flee
into the hills away from, the Japanese
invaders. They and , a group of other
missionaries and refugees, built the
chapel known as the Hopevale
Cathedral. '
Located in a ravine near the top
of one of the mountains, the chapel
portrayed in Mrs. Breneman's paintings is mentioned many times by
Louise Reid Spencer in her book
"Guerilla Wife." She and a number
of other Americans spent
many
months liere in the sanctuary of
Hopeville. In late 1943, however,
the Roses and a .small group of
refugees were captured and put t o
death. ¦
The paintings of this chapel , which
served as both a place of worship
and of refuge, is to be hung in our
Chapel. Lounge in memory ' of the
Roses and- .their service to the.ipeople
of the Philippines. ,
Mrs. Breneman, now living in
Wyomissing, Pa., was horn in
Nashua , N. H. and graduated from
Colby in 1983. A member ; of Phi
Beta Kappa and Sigma Kappa , she
continued her studies at what is
now the Hartford School of Religious Pedagogy. Although she had
never received formal art training,
Mrs. Breneman has done many
sketches and paintings- for religious
organizations and their publications.
The paintings of the chapel was in-

Colby Weekend 1952 will celebrate the completion of our move
to Mayflower Hill. The high points of the weekend emp hasizing the
triumph will be the unveiling of the Paul Revere Bell, moved to the

new campus from the downtown South College;,, and the dinner
address of William Averitt.
The schedule for the weekend fol¦
lows.
• ,' s
Friday, October 24
2 :00 p.m. Colby Freshmen versus
Higgins Classical , Seaverns
Field.
m. Dinner —- Colby Men
.6:00
p.
will
be
the
William G. Avirett . .
and Women ($2.00 per plate),
special guest speaker Colby WeekRoberts
Union.
end , at . the 6 :00 o'clock dinner on
8
:30
p.m.
Football
Rally and Bon
Friday. He was . formerly the EduParking
Roberts
Union
Fire,
cation Editor of the New York Her,
Area.
ald Tribune. Since last January 1
he. has been Special Assistant to After Rally Colby "C" Meeting.,
Field House.
the President of the Carnegie EnOpen house at all Fraternities.
dowment for International Peace.
Saturday . October 25
Mr. Avirett was graduated from
9 :30 a.m. Fall meeting of the
Amherst in 1916. In 1917 he went
Board of Trustees, Roberts
into the Navy, , and from 1919 to
Union.
1926 he was in business in Chicago,
9 :30 a.m. Alumni Council Meetwhere he also did graduate work at
' ling, Womens Union.
the University of Chicago. The next
11:45 a.m. Kickoff Luncheon (fam17. years he spent , as head of the
ily and friends are invited ;
history department at Deerfield
$1.50 per plate), Roberts
Academy. During these years he
Union.
took great interest in debating and
1:30 p.m. Colby versus Bowdoin,
soccer and traveled abroad , in the
Seaverns Field. (
summers. After his stay at Deerfield
After Game
Informal Reception ,
he worked with the Herald Tribune.
'¦'¦'. President and Mrs. Bixler,
He is a member , of Phi Beta
'
Roberts Union. ,¦
.
Kappa, Rotary ; International , and 8 :30-12 p.m. .All-College Dance,
.
tlie" National".'Association of .Soccer "' ;T'(Dress ' ¦Optional':)-, ¦ Womens
.
¦
Coaches as well as many other orUnion. '. ¦ .
ganizations.
William Avirett married Helen. Sunday, October 26
Brooks Weiser, Smith graduate, in 10 :45 a.m. Chapel Services—Chaplain Clifford H. Osborne, Lor1921, and has two children.
imer Chapel.
One of the most important events
of the weekend will be the dinner
at 6 :00 on Friday evening. Neil
Leonard , class of '21, Chairman of
the Board of Trustees, will preside.
Professor Alfred Chapman oi the The first sp eaker will b e Presiden t
Colby English Department spoke Bixler, who will talk on the state of
about "Thomas Mosher, Hi s Lif e the college at the completion of th e
and Work s" at the first meeting of move to the Hill: Dr. Bixler, in turn ,
the Colby Library Associat es in the will int ro du ce the special guest
Treasure Room last Friday evening. speaker of the evening, William G.
Before introducing Professor Chap- Avirett of the Carnegie Endowment
man , Mi ss Lou'elia ' Norwood of the for International Peace.
English Department, talked briefly
Als o at tho dinner, David Hilton,
about th e activities of the Library class of '35, will announce the "Colby
Associates.
Man of the Year", an alumnus
Thomas Mosher had little formal sele cted as outstanding in athletics .
education ; at the age when most
Blue Key, under president Bob
boys woro learning their throe R's,
Wulfln g, will sponsor the football
Mosher was sailin g'. -the seven seas.
rally at 8 :30 on Friday. Following
Ho learned to appreciate fine writthe rally, David Hilton , mem ber of
ing while on his voyages. At the age
tho track t9»m while a student hero ,
of f orty Mosher returned to Portwill preside at a Colby " C" meetin g.
land and became a publisher. His
At the Alumni Council .mooting
publishing involved literary piracy
Saturday
morning tho alumni candb ecau se ho p ubli shed the works of
idates
for
the Board of Trustees will
prominent European writers without
be
selected.
The editorial board of
paying them any royalties;' or in
"Alumnus"
the
, will also be chosen .
any way acknowledging his use of
,
Tho Paul Revere Bell , which has
thoir work.
Tho class ics were his standard ; ah interesting history and hung in
he used good paper and prepared South Collogo downtown for years,
attractive publications. The Colby will be unveiled in tho Roberts Union
Treasure Room has approximately second floor balcony at the rally Fritwo hundred of Moslior 's five hun- day night. The unveiling will climax
dred publications ; Professor Chap- tho move to Mayflower Hill.
man .and Wobor exhibited some of i *¦^..^¦^^' ¦ ^' .^¦^^' ¦^^ ¦^' •^¦^¦¦^¦..¦.^¦^' ¦.tf .id* *m
^"^
^
tho collection.
The Katahdln Council wishes
, At the nloso of tho mooting reto extend Its thanks to the Outfreshments woro served in President
in g Cl u b mem bers an d ot hers who
Bixler's offi ce.
' \.
generously gave their time work ing at tho ski slop e this past
consultant on educational public reweeken d.
lati ons and fund raising. "Hcv 'grudWo hope to soo as much in t erest
;
uatod from Ohio State University
this noxt Sunday , and following !
with th e Class of 1924. Ho received
his M ,A. and Ph. D. from Yale weeken ds so that the slope , trails ,
Jump and lodge will bo In good
University, Ho lias had fifteen years
shape for tho fast approaching
of. oxporionco in different phases of
ski season.
^Continued on Pago Eight)

Avirett To Speak
At Alumni Dinner

Chaplain Clifford Osborne examines Mrs. Small 's painting of the hidden
Altar erected in the wartime Philippines by Rev. and Mrs. Francis Howard
Rose , Colby missionaries for whom the Rose Chapel is named. The painting will be hung in Chapel Lounge , next to Rose Chapel.

Maine Teachers To Convene. Here
The Maine Teachers' Conference,
a convention of Colby alumni who
teach in Maine, will meet at Colby
tomorrow, October 18. The purpose
of this meeting is to bring Colby
teachers into closer* contact with
their Alma Mater and reacquaint
them with the college in-the hope's
that they will interest more Maine
girls and boys in Colby.
'!: In ' the morning all classes . are
open , to the' visitors and. at" 10 .-00
there '¦is:, -i to ; ¦¦be- a-^meetihg-Vat;, the
Hangout presided over by Vice-Pres-:
ident Eustis. Speakers at this ' meeting will include : -Dean Marriner
whose topic is "Opportunity for Students in Graduate Schools" ; Dean
Nickerson who will speak on "Financial Aid to Prospective Students ";
Dean Tompkins will discuss the duties of a dean ; Director of Admissions
spired by interest the college showed
in a previous sketch and Mrs. Breneman 's own interest in the work
done by the Roses. '

President Bixl er to Report Trustees
Views on Hockey October 23
In a move for action on the hockey question . Student Council
last week called a special meeting with President Bixler, Mike Loebs,
Lee Williams,' and Professor Brown of the Athletic Board. The meeting was primarily to thrash out the stand of the student body on the
subject, and to permit Dr. Bixler to give this exact position to the
Trustees at their weekend board meeting in New York.
Both sides have agreed that a college financed team is out of tho
¦quostion j since the budget, with that
item omitted , is ah'oady in force.
Indication has boon given , however ,
The enthusiasm and enterprise
that not only campus organizations , generated at tho first meeting of
but the students at largo, are will- the Book-of-tho-Year committee inin g to sponsor the team for one year, di cates that a now Colby traditi on is
¦
providing the college roasBume finan- taking firm root. Tho fourth annual
cial responsibility in 1053-54.
selecti on , by pop ul ar campus voto,
The question has narrowed down is reall y five : Shaw 's plays "Pygto what kind of a toam| Colby shall malion", "Major Barbara ", "Oaohave this year. Tho majority of stu- sar a nd Cl eopatra ", "Saint Joan ",
dents fool it must continue as • a and "Androolos and the Lion ". Those
college team j. otherwise it would not are already on sale at the bookreceive equal' consideration with store , in . tho thirty-five cent Penother , college teams and might run guin editions.
into trouble in scheduling. ProponTho Book-of-tiio-Year program
ents of I this plan suggest a possible start ed in 1049, as on o way to
modification , permitting froshmon to unite tho college community ' i n a
play oh ,tho ' varsity. Thoy point to common voluntary intellectual enan already possible six gamo sched- deavor . Last year 's sel ecti on was
ule , two games apiece with Bowdoin , Barbara Ward 's "Policy for the
Maine, and Bates! Manufacturing, : V West''.... This year's pholoo was made
Other suggestions woro tho contin- last spring, , by a voto distributed
uance of lioolcoy as an intramural amon g 'thro o books: Shaw 's five
sport , or , since tho administration plays , 78 ;¦¦ BiwnoH's "Collogo and
would liavo no financial parj ;, ru'n- tho Community ' [, 74; Lan ger 's
(Continued on Pago, "Fli ght)
"Philosophy in a«Now Tvoy'-' , 83.

William Bryan will tell ' about admission problems¦;, Professor Scott
will talk on "Science at _ Colby" ; and
Colonel Christie who will ;tell about
"Opportunities for Boys^in ROTC" .
Also on Saturday there will be
a meeting of about 40 of the class
agents to discuss the 1952-52 Alumni
Fund. D. Raymond Holt is the chairman of this group.
-At , 12 :30 there will be a luncheon
•served at Roberts Union for all
't eachers ^&dV <:lass':: argents;;'/ Tri the
afternoon/ they, will be the guests of
the College , at the "; Colby-Trinity
game: Coffee will be served 'after
the game at Roberts Union to give
tho visiting teachers a chance to
meet . the Colby faculty and staff.

Pollard Named to Mosher Revealed
New Colby Post to Literary Group
Dr. John A. Pollard , public relations coordinator , author and
teacher , has been appointed Director
of Development for- Colby College.
This is a new position established
by the college. Dr. Pollard's duti es
will b e t o work with the Board of
Trustees, the Presid ent and all oth er
concerned
administrative officers
to create and put into action a
comp rehen sive publi c relations and
fund raising program , and to help
in establishing a long range program of development.
Dr. Pollard is a widely known

Shaw flays Chosen Book - of -Year
Alth ou gh some instru ct ors have
already noticed the' value of Shaw 's
dramas of id eas as supplementary
reading for courses , the real success

of tho p ro gram depends up on activ e,
spontaneous student interest, in bull

sessions, and extra-curricular organisations. Members of the comnijtt oe are already at work on plans
proposed at the mooting) but thoy
act prim arily as a clearing houso or
rally in g point. Anyone , student or
instru ctor , having suggestions for
sustaining or increasing tlio breadth
and worth of th o program is invited
to off er them to tho committoo.
The memb ers of this year 's com'
nh tteo aro : Prof essor, Oomlioilaok;
chairman ; Professors Birgo, Ward ,
Rollins , Oilman and Leighton ; arid
Sylvia Caron , Catherine Ellis , Mj ohnol Manus , Potor Oram , Miriam
Pri ce, Gilbert Rowoll , and ,Doreon
"
'
>.
Willi s.

2
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ladio Colby Sirs New "Scoreboard
iegtitar Program Aids Spectators
"This is Radio Colby!" That will
greet your ears if you dial WTVL
every Monday night, 8 :30 to 9 :00
P. M. Radio Colby is composed of
some twenty-five students who are
interested in radio work , and in
producing top notch shows each
week. Its purpose is to acquaint the
people of Waterville with the activities of Colby.
This is the first year that Colby
has had a half hour weekly radio
show. A few years ago the college
had a "live " . fifteen minute program ori ginating from the station.
This year's show is p roduced on a
tape recorder borrowed from one of
the members. Aside from having a
terrific program each week, Radio
Colby's goal is to possess their own
tape recorder by the end of the year.
Director Bob Fischer has divided
the group mto eight departments.
Each member contributes to one of
the divisions every week. These departments and their heads are : Production , Jack King ; Scripts, Herb
Adams ; Technical , Jay Smith ; Publicity and Business, Judy .Xawson ,
Bill Barrett ; Announcing, Kirk
Kirk patrick ; Dramatics , Barnet
Fain ; and Sports , Ted Lallier. Announcers for each show are picked
from the general membershi p of the
„ .
organization.
Radio Colby prod uced its first
program of the year last Monday
ni ght. Featured were the Nick Sams
pep rally, an interview with Nick ,
three Parents Day --interviews , and
part of President Bixler 's welcoming address , a song by the "Colby
Eight",' interviews on the Mt.- Katahdin trip, and a resume of the Norwich-Colby football game.
The program of Radio' Colby for
the year includes a visit to the Averill and Gabrie'lson Lectures, Community Concerts , parts of Powder
and Wi g productions, debates on
campus issues , interviews with student organizations , and athletic
events. It is hoped that when technical facilities are acquired Radio
Colby will be able to describe portions of athletic events direct from
the playing area. Ideas for the prograins come from within the group
Genuine
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BUCK

j
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Students attending football games
at Seaverns Field this fall appreciate
the new electric board, a gift of
alumni and other contributors . Installed during the past summer , it
was made by the Nadem Electric
Scoreboard Co., of * Webster City,
Iowa.
The scoreboard stands twelve feet
above the ground and is eighteen
feet long, ten. feet high. The clock
is eight feet in diameter with twelve
inch numerals, a red second hand,
and a black minute hand. It is controlled from the. master switchboard
in the press room. Oh each side of
the clock are two-foot hi gh numbers
to show the score. The "downs to
go" and "yards to gain " statistics
are controlled by an operator who
walks up and down the sidelines.
A special cable had to be installed
from the fiel d house to the scoreboard in order to provide the necessary electric power for the scoreboard .
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Portraits will be taken at the
Homecoming Formal Dance again
this year by Royal Studio and distributed by the Came ra Club. In a
departure from the policy of past
years, the fee will be collected at
the time of taking, rather than upon
distribution. $1.50 is the price of
two 5x7 prints, mounted in special
folders.

An Eighteenth Century Aubusson
tapestry, presented to Colby this
summer by Mrs. Lena Small Harris,
is now on disp lay in Miller Library.
This tapestry was one of a series,
few of which still survive , woven in
the 1740 's. Colby's tapestry is the
"Descent of Orpheus" panel . It is
an unusually well preserved section
of the "Metamorphosis of Ovid"
series inspired by the cartoons of
¦
Audrey .
Greek legend has it that Orpheus'
wife, Euridiee, was bitten by a serpent while playing with some nymphs, and died. Orpheus, whose musical genius charmed the beasts , forthwith dropped his lyre and plunged
into the cavern leading to Hell in
search of her.
It is the moment of this plunge
that is frozen by the tapestry . The
beasts are still entranced, and the
lyre is cast upon the ground. Orpheus has just plunged beneath the
waters of the chasm.
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The bloodmobile will be on the
Colby campus October 23. La st year,
the students . enthusiastically supported the blood drive, and the aim
is to do even better this year. There
will be a sign-up list in the library
for those interested in donating their
blood. Students under 21 must have
parents permission before they will
be accepted. Each permission is good
for only one donation , so those who
gave last year and are .still under
21 must have permission again this
year.

Colby Displays
Gift Tapestry ^

'

N ewman Glob
Sponsors Dance
The Colby Newman Club sponsored
an all-college dance, last Saturday
night , which was fairly well attended, especially by the Freshman class.
The chaperones were'Miss Dorothy
Martin of the Physical Education
Department, Mr. Gary of the English
department, and Mr. and Mrs. Eli
Roy of Waterville. Mr. arid Mrs.
Phil Bates of town were present as
guests of the club.
On Sunday, October 19/ there
will be a general meeting and initiation of new members at the Outing
Club lodge in Belgrade. There will
also be a picnic supper. A group
from the University of Maine is
expected to he here to carry on
the initiation. The outing will last
from 3 :00 to 9 :00 P. M. A bus will
bo chartered if necessary. AH' Newmanites and those who wish to join
aro welcome.
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"Say It With Flowers " *
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Telegraph Delivery Service
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FOR BREAKFAST, LUNCH , DINNER
SNACKS, SUPPLIES, GROCERIES , MAGAZINES
Telephone 523
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For All Occasions
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FLOWERS

CORSAGES
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| See or Call Russ Longley at
ROYAL STUDIO
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, Christmas Portraits
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Wa terville

_ -_ - _ _ _ _ _
ATTENTION SENIORS!
._ _ _ _ _ *
'
Hurry and male .our appointments for Senior pictures for the
ORACLE at Preble, Royal ,or Braadland Studios in Waterville. They will
not . accept appointments after
«r<
Christmas vacation. If you are to
"The Colby Scholar " is the name
have your picture taken anywhere
of tho maga/ine being introduced
else, pleace see Judy Jenkins or
nt ' the- oncl of the month for the
The French speak of something called the coup de
and from the peop le of Watorvillo. consideration of facul ty and studfalMS &f \\M\___^<u)c>T><_i^Sfl
\l\
fdudre , the effect that makes a man your quivering slave,
( *F5'.'*>_ir/ W
t&Airftt*f
llf.'lK
W
Howovor Radio Colby is most inter- ents. It can , with help, be tho
forever and aye. Classically, this stroke is delivered by
ested in getting ideas from the stu- foundation for bettor student-faculty
¦ . ¦. '
¦ ' .
¦'
'•
- - •
Cupid's arrow.
dents themselves since the show is relations through the materialisation
of common interests.
,
about them.
Perhaps you'd like to consider with us , today, whether
The different functions listed bewWm
m
Cupid might possibly use . . . well . . . knitting needles.
¦ ¦¦ ' ¦ ¦ ¦¦ ¦ ;
low are taken from a proposal that
¦
if
WELCOME FRESHMEN!
•
Wmk
For one thing, a man innocently assumes that a young
the faculty , received a few month s
For tho modern look In dorm
ago. Tho magazine is to publish artwoman busying herself with.her knitting is the- mistress
rooms ; for mixing and matchicles written by members of tho
of numberless other domestic arts as well. For another
ing patterns ;f or yarn or wool
faculty which would bo assigned as
.,. . you can hardly expect him to watch you knit withof the best quality in many
reading in his courso. It would be
, out anticipating pleasantly the gift of several pairs of
kinds and colors ; for answers
highly desirable for two instructors
to
dropped
stitch
or
cable
stitch
^w$*y!M&
w
socks.
to write an article jointly for their
questions; whoro do tho co-eds
courses. ; If different courses can ,bo
If he chances to see the label on the yarn . .. . and it hap; go? To The
related , tho articl e's scope of interpens to be that fluff y "botany "* brand no-dye-lot
est will ho wider. Articles will bo
Yardg oods Center
yarn of 100% virgin wool . . . he knows at once that '
written by students -on topics sugEdward Vlodook, Owner
you recognize qual ity in wool , as well as men , and that
gested by an instructor to bo usotl
Watorvillo
5 Silver St,, Opp. State Theatre
C8j/? Main St.
by that instruc t or in subseq uent
you spend every penny wisely. Men too, you see, know
classes anil on top ics hot covered
"BOTANY."
in class, Tlio student writer will have
:
After you score with your first-pair, of socks, you can retho approval and help of .his instrucpeat the effect indefinitel y, matching every color but
tor.
o
publish
"Th
o
H/
h
olar
als
" will
I
exactly, every time you wish, With "botany" brand
Call Now and Make Your
j .
articles of gonoral collogo interest,
LOT YARN S . . . YOU QAN MATCH ANY COLOR . . .
^NO-DYBr
! such as papers on problems' ' posed
Appointment for Class Portraits.
' ANY TIME . . . ANYWHERE... You can buy "BOTANY"
by tlio book of tho year, and term
' '' ' . ,
BRAND NO-DYE-LOT YARNS at
,
papers of oxooptiohal quality to sorvo
:
,
I as models for other ' students,'
1557-M
- BRO WN COMPANY
Thi s magazine is tontativol y to bo
Soo everyone at tho Homo Coming Formal
!
,
publish ed four times a year , the
when wo again cooperate with tho Camera Club to photo couples; j fir st issue being duo October 28.
of
?"Botany " is^ trademark Botany Mills. Inc., Passaic, N. J.
' •
'
, '. ' .
Re„. U. S. Pnt. Off. cWifi"' 1P52
, ' Tlio price will bo 2/Jo hr. ¦f twnhy and
,
-,
*i ; .
.
' - r
stud ents , COc for alumni and friends. ¦« a_-___-«l--M-U- *" - ^^
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Vew . Magazine
Called "Scholar"
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Fraternit y News
KDR
The miracle of the football year
oecured Monday afternoon when the
K. D. Roo's defeated the.A. T. O.'s
in a hard fought bajlgame. The
K. D. R.'s got the jump on the
A. T. O.'s when Larry LaPoirtte intercepted a pass and went all the
way for a TD. At half-time the game
stood at 6 all. In the second half
the crowd witnessed fierce blocking
and tacklings even though it was
supposed to be a "mild" game of
touch ball. A Gammon to Caouette
aerial accounted for the second TD.
"Butch" Vorhees was rushed by
"The Fat Boys" of KDR for a
touch-back making the final count
K. D. Poo's 14, ATO 6.
Again "The Boys" took their social life off campus as was witnessed
by the lack of noise in the house
Sunday morning. This weekend
promises to be a great one with the
football game and the parties that
will follow.
The "Monster " finally wised up
and moved out of the basement
floor. Congrats, Monster. Let's hope
that all will be better this way.
Lou Montpellier recently declared
open season on "Bunnies". Load
your guns, boys.
Crime Incorporated , under . new
management, is in operation again ,
as can be proved by Abbot, who is

sleeping on the floor , and by Vic, uncle's farm. . ¦ . ¦•'. . . .. . .
that he is enjoy ing some of them . . With a ship-wrecked setting and the
who is now "riding the rims". Don't received a hale of straw from his
C. T. King' s laundry troubles are brothers and their dates all dressed
you think you boys had .better be
over. Because of his rather obnox- (?) appropriately, the gathering
Lambda Chi
' ;*.
good now ?
£h e LCA's wish to make a public ious behavior of late, the third floor danced , -drank punch , and sang loudalumni
were
recent
A
few
of
announcement
of welcome to pledge clan has taken to giving him nice ly in Johnson Rock — better known
our
.
welcomed back for a '"quiet" week- Jack Casa. Glad to have you aboard. hot showers fully clothed. If his as the chapter room . All seven rooms
end, much to the satisfaction of " Sad to report , R. B. Parker did clothes shrink much more there will downstairs were decorated with "for
real " driftwood , seaweed and bottles
several co-eds. . " .
not slash his wrists upon the-'Dod- • be nothing left- .
containing what ? — Yes, you guessroom
of
the
week"
Doug Chaloult and Bill McDon- ger 's loss, but returned to Colby
grubbiest
The "
ough have found a new home at last Friday reporting a bad cold and award goes to Dick McKeague, who ed it , unreadable messages..Captain
the 0 Sole Mio. in Somerset County a slightly depressed mental condi- just barely nudged out the Rock, Ma Whitehead was at the helm
(this is many miles south of Aroosr tion. However , after several short because of a rather curt note from (mood) all evening. The chaperones,
Mr. and Mrs . Peter Re and Mr. Bob
tick County but is more convenient conferences with his associates, he the maid. ,
went
Barlow all joined in the laughs and
for "home life ".)
and
Brother Tallmadge almost .
has paid off all legal creditors
fun. Midnight came much too soon
seen
at
the
he
Charlie Fisher was
is solvent by some $2.83, which is berserk the other evening when
for
all concerned.
in
the
apweekly formal meeting
an improvement over last year.
heard that his prized "etchings " had
Well
finally
got
, from the sports world, the
propriate garb. So Sally
Word has it that R. Tyler has received a light spray from an errant
Delta
club
lost a pigskin squeaker
your laundry done I
found an occupation for which he is fire hose.
Congrats to Tom Hunt for saving to the Zetes one week ago yesterOnie's eyes were among those who apparently well suited. He is acting
lit up in true alcoholic appreciation foreman for a neighboring farm and three females from being late last day 25-19, in a game that had to go
at the return of Brother Warren he looks so handsome covered with Saturday night. Did it really go into extra innings to decide the
winner.
Mills, Colby '41. Here's to it, War- potato dust. Oh , well , a lot of people 120, Tom ?
Brother Jack King and pledge
Young C. Freeman Sleeper is
said he looked like on,e, anyway .
ren.
Dick Riley vied for top honors in
everybody
is
rapidly
thoroughly
astounding
"Lover
Boy
"
Haskell
.
The Brothers would like to be inIn three a recent steak eating contest , with
formed as to what happened to the nearing a nervous breakdown. It with his dating activities..
more each getting down seven of the tenamassed
short
weeks
lie
has
seems
that
every
time
he
turns
Hockey petition they signed. Doesn't
I guess der delicacies. Brother Okie O'Calthan
he
did
all
last
year.
around
he
finds
an
other
female
who
the student voice count at Colby ?.
competent laghan managed to down , five but
Orchards to "The Rock" on his intrigues him. The ratio is getting all he needed was the
room- then turned a . handsome chartreuse
minded
of
a
high
available,
leadership
higher,
George.
A
coin
is
debut with the Lambda's. Still pullcolor.
* mate.
if
that
will
help.
ing for a loser , Rock ? Stick to it
With deep regret we announce that
go
into
griddez-s
P.
S.
The
LCA
Under the careful tutelage of John
to the end.
the
Revere Beach roller coaster and
time
the
action
this
week,
but
by
Breuhl of the week — "But he Macklin , Tom Ford is learning that
Kiddie
Center .burned .fiat recently,
have
may
this
is
published
they
a telephone has more uses than to
wasn't there when I pulled in."
leaving the Very Revered Paul
is
that
plays
so
all
I
will
say
retired,
We are expecting a sizeable con- call home on. He still attacks it
Spencer White out of a job short-changing
tribution from President Cook. He as if it were a wild, animal, but are 90% of the game and C.
motherless kids , drunken bums , and
made
up
the
plays.
is now riding around in his third car he's improving.
fellow
Delta U brothers.
D. U.
Joe Perham , who is doing a lot
of the year, and should be open for
Brother
John Hammond and Diane
The Delta U clan gathered last
of things against his better judgea solicitation.
Chamberlaine
both celebrated birthIt seems as if "The Cow" has ment lately, apparently is suffering Saturday for one of the "greatest"
days
recently.
Congrats to both.
found his mate for he has just no ill effects , and secretly admitted parties this house has ever seen.
Brother Dick Hawes was p ut to
_ _______________
.
work Friday morning in the DU
^
training room by an event that
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College students
pr efer Luckies in
nation-wide survey !

J . . »£^'*

took place last Thursday evening.
Fifteen brothers, their four wheeled
dates, plus guests reall y had some
rare laughs and bumps out at the
Roller Skating Party held at the
Pavilion on the Augusta road.
Brother Pete Welles almost set
a record as he hel d onto his' pin for
eleven days after receiving it f rom
Balfours. He made this statement to
the press : "I'm sorry I couldn't
get rid of it sooner , brothers , but I
had no way to get to Vassar ."
Time to put the quill in the ink
well and abandon - ship for now.
Please write if you get work and
hang by your thumbs.
Zete
The editors sure did a j ob on last
week's column , didn 't th ey ? AH th e
gossi p was cut out plus a few other
items of general uninterest.
(Editors Note : This tenderly affec.
tionate paragraph has been left intact to prove no fraternity news
is cut if there is any possible room
to print it'. ATO' s and all other
belli gorants . take notice I)
• Sensational news ! I' ve finally got
something to report about. Brother
Cal Atkins had his baby last Sunday
morning. The new addition to tho
Atkins clan , Cynthia Sue., weighed
in at so'von pounds and some odd
ounces, (Cal isn 't quite sure.)
Mother and daughter are doing fine,
and Pop is just as nonchalant and
unconcerned as over.
Here is how wo at the houso
found out about the blessed event :
Sunday afternoon Cal came wandering i n t o th o h ous e and sat down
in the lounge reading a paper. Conoral conversation ensued for about
five minutes. Then Uncle Max Morrill asked , "Hey Cal , when ar e yo u
(Continued on Pago Five)
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A nation-wide survey based 'on actual
student interviews in 80 leading colleges reveals,that more smokers in these
colleges prefer Luckies than any other
cigarette—and by a wide margin. The
No. 1reason given for smoking Luckies?
Luckies' better taste. What's more, this
same survey shows that Lucky Strike
gained far more smokers in these colleges than the nation's two other principal brands combined.
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by Dick B'ibler

Box 51, Colby College, Waterville, Maine: Office : Roberts- Union: Call 1954 Ext . 240

I

Behind This Desk

(This article is the first of a series
which will introduce new faculty
members at Colby.)
1
Students beware ! In our English
department are lurking, two new instructors of opposing views (Harvard and Cornell). Handle with
care !
'
Richard Gary, Ph. D., comes to
Colby after quite a varied career. A
native New Yorker, he began, this
BUSINESS MANAGER
MANAGING EDITOR
career immediately after high school
ELLEN HAY
DICK PIERCE
as a social worker with the
Y. M. C. A. and settlement groups
'
Advertising Manager—Bob Cooke
Feature Editor—Charles Fisher
on the lower side of the city. This
Ass't. Business Mgrs.—Bob Ardiff , Bob Cooke
News Editor—Dick Elliot
Adv. Sales Mgr.—Betsy Benson
included coaching all sorts? of sports ':
Subscriptions—Stan Abrams
Sports Editor—Bo Fisher
basketball , boxing, diving, swimAdv. Correspondent—Carol Carlson
Rewrite Editor—Martha Cornish
ming, writing poetry and plays and
Circulation—Shirley Harrington
Daily Bulletin—Paul Wescott
directing these original dramas. At
this time he engaged in amateur
boxing, abandoning this only after
There is certainly little indication that - students at Colby bother
twice breaking his hand.
tQ read anything more than road signs pointing to Dartmouth, or the
His abounding love for people,
latest filthy anecdote from Lampoon.
which led his into social work, only
Look at us. Less than 200 people out of a total of 1,100 plus students
temporarily kept Dr. Gary away from
'
his main intention—English, especYet
this
is
hailed
as
a
si
gn
and faculty voted for a Book of the Year.
ially American Literature. In 1948
of great interest, an indication that the program this year may finally
he
received a Bachelor's Degree
reach the ideal of "playing an integral part " in our activities. If this
from New York University and the
pathetic show is encouraging, how utterly non-existent interest must
following year a Master's from the
have been formerly.
same institution . The next three
years he spent at Cornell, working
Walk into the library some evening. This building has been made
the focal point of campus architecture , with the idea that it shb'uld " We ' re scoutin ' for th ' wrestling team an th' coach here is quite taken on his Ph. D., discovering several
unpublished manuscripts written
with yer style — Inte rested? "
also be the focal point for much college life. But walk in and hear
nearl y 100 years ago. Research on
on all sides the whistles of amazement, the awestruck whispers.
these.led to a forty-eight page book"There's not a seat in the place". "Yo u mean all of these kids are
let , "The Genteel Circles : Bayard
Taylor and his New York Friends,"
actually stud ying ?" .,
which was published on October
'
'
literary
magazine
came
to
the
This week a copy of a Bowdoin
thirteenth.
ECHO office. The Bowdoin Quill contains some twenty short stories
As far ¦ as literature goes, Dr.
and poems by undergraduates at Brunswick. These same Bowdoinites How Do You Operate?
Cary prefers the truly ^American
are quite competent at throwing adequate parties, at holding enterauthors and poets : Walt Whitman,
Are you a slick chick with a skytaining weekends. Yet at Colby, when an attempt was made to start a
Mark Twain , Rebort . Frost, Edgar
A. ' Robinson (the final two he conliterary magazine, hands were thrown up in anguish. Write for a high Hooper ? Do the gentlemen pulsate with passion as you undulate
and
siders
this century 's best.)
Hangout now has two new Junior
literary magazine? Be called a grind , a mung ? Horrors !
down the corridor ? Perhaps these
liking
young
people
as
as for Colby,
And now we have another magazine started on campus. Although once were the questions every Colby representatives on its committee.
They are Janie Stanford and Caro- he does, he is glad of the opportuwe wish it and its instigators the best of luck , we wonder how many queen asked herself as she peered
lyn Bruning. . Sophomoth elections nity to know his students personally.
students will submit material , how many will buy-a copy unless it , is in the mirror on the wall. But that will be held later after Christmas. Besides, having plagued out-ofage has passed. . There is but one
forced down their throats, with threats of an hour exam question.
More new records have come ! towners for years about New York's
"Have
they
thing
that
matters.
to
wait
for
This
time they-are : September Song "tall buildings and beautiful woCertainl y college is a good place to wait for the draft ,
written
you?".
—Stan
Kenton ; Good Old Summer- men," he remarked, "I like Colby's
a husband, to lounge away four more years. But as long as we choose
's Paul - Half As Much- tall women and beautiful buildat
time—Le
Each morning the line of girls
to spend these years at a place such as Colby, must we be so com' '¦ _ "
... •
Rosemary
Clooney ; Smoke Gets In ings ."
the Women's Union post-office
'
or
even
hives.
pletely anti-intellectual ? Books don t spread leprosy
From the other side of The Ivy
lengthens and the silence ' grows Your Eyes—Al Goodman ; Deep
Most people live through an hour's studying. Some have even sur- more ominous. If the announce- Purple—Sarah Vaughn ; Zing A League'.' comes Dr. Richard C.
vived a little non-required reading. Not that most of us would know it. ment radiated blue light or smelted Little Zong—Bing Crosby and Jane Harrier. After undergraduate work
at Muhlenberg College in Allentown,
of Scotch Number Five the waiting Wyman .
before. Most of the shows are two
With
Homecoming
but
two
weeks
Pa., which was interrupted for three
is
no
there
would be easier. But
to five years old. It is felt , however,
away,
Judy
Jenkins
Chairman
is
,
,
years by the U. S. Army (European
simple ordinary
that most of the films that are shown warning. From a
arranging
fun
and
entertainment
to
Theatre)
, he went to Harvard for
proclamaare ones that were so good that most grimy envelope comes the
be
sponsored
by
Hangout
.
both
M
as
t er 's an d Docto r's Degree.
Echo.
To the Editor of the
of you woxild like to see them again. tion that gives new hope, now jo y in
Keep
Posted
!
While
at
Harvard, where he also
Colby
College
'
The
Addressed to:
.
Fin ally, Hangout provides a group livi ng.
served
as
an assistant and as a
Student Body :
It is magnificent — this epistle.
of events called "Monthly Functutor.
(Incidentally,
a tutor is not
difficult
to
sit
here
at
It is rather
tions." At least half of the eight "Debonaire," one young lady called
pamperer
for
rich
little hoys , ")
a
"
attempt
to
condense
my desk and
school months will find a Hangout it. "Elegant" cooed another, while
a
private
guide
for
Honor Candibut
Hangout
into a brief letter just what
^
function on the calendar . It ha s "Like a ph ant om out of the mist ,"
them
with
their Honor
helping
dates,
to'
has
is and just what Hangout
been decided that three of these a third sighed rapturously.
By vox Populi
'
Theses.
offer to tho student body.
functions shall be annual affairs—
And what does this mystic oracle
Let . me first clear tip one point
The goal of Colby 's One Year
Dr, Harrier studied sixteenth cennamely—Talent
Nigh , Johnson Day proclaim ? That one beauteous
misunderthat I fear many have
Plan for 1952-53 is "Integration". tury poets, especially Sir Thomas
Dance, and Greenwich Village. The damsel will be blessed with nocturstood . Hangout is not a club—at
Like "Maturity " it can be inter- Wyatt. Having comp l et ed his thesi s,
remaining monthly • functions vary nal visitors. That the tender strains
¦
least in the sense that we seek out
preted according to individual prej- this summer he continued his study
from year to year.
of a serenade will be wafted on the udices and grievances, (R emember in England , then visited Paris and
new members to swell our ranks.
For tho benefit ot the new students midnight breezes of Mayflower Hill. the "mature" rationalizations on Chartres. Concerning the English
Hangout is an organization which
was formed by Students, which is on campus, l et m e bri ef you a bit That Third Floor Johnson has struck b oth sid es o f th e d r inkin g debate ? ho says that t they show great parun by th e stud ent s, and which en- about the Hangout Committee, This again.
As evidence of the basic (an d per- tience and' courtesy and a non-comHave courage, lady . Walk on with ha ps in creasin g ) disunity of our mer ci al attitud e toward Americans ;
d eav or s t o brin g onto the cam pus committee was formed to provide
recreation which the student body social activities for the student body hope in your heart. You may be "community of scholars ", the Pop- En gland especially Salisbury, Wilthere at Colby. From an original next.
uli Poll collected the following state- shire, would be the best place in the
will liko.
ments :
Actually, Hangout is divided into four members , the committee blosworld to live if one had a private
Wax Fact 's: '"Integration, helfl income.
th ree branches each of which brings somed into a gi'oup which includes
to y ou ' entertainm ent that is en- four representatives from each class who are thinking of applying for tho Colby ' s Alma Mater should b e 'But
At present he reserves comment on
joyed and that is reasonably inex- —two wen and two women . Begin- Committee will drop in arid seo how Sho Lived on the Morning Side of Colby, aside from admiration of the
th e Mount ain ". A strictl y commer- n ew. buildings.
ni ng with the class of '55, ,a rota- wo carry out our business.
pensive.
in
to
used
Als
o
Hangout
is
always
glad
system
similar
to
that
,
cial disk , but on the Hi p side / . , ¦"
tion
is
the
center
room
Your Hangout
Proletarian : "Tho Women 's Divaround which most of the activities th o Senate of tho United' States was have students , who aro , interested
are
now
help
and
who
aim
e
timo,
give
littl
a
i
s
i
o
n mi ght as w ell h o d own with partm ent usod a different vocabuput
into
effect.
Thus
there
found
a
spot
whoro
center. Here is
'55
on
of
us
out.
All
sorts
of
talents
are
Junior. And when your bird- lary. Tho normative desirability of
class
Colby
two
members
of
tho
at
any
time
for
you may gather
ond
of
tho
needed
so
if
anyone
wishes
to
help
,
d
ogg
in
g fr a t ernit y br other has a a Common .Referent was agreed uptho
committoo.
At
tho
and
snacks.
dancing,
card playing,
,
bo
prewill
organization—welcome
improve
our
first
convertible
.' • . . " semester
,
publicity
lot
snacks
subject
of
on ; several departmentocentric nom,
While on tlio
'
from
lications
:
Conservationist
sented
"As
long
requesting
app
as
stutho
class
of
'58
why
Before bringing this letter to a
inati ons woro submitted ; no conme explain to
classes
tho
in
talcing
irl
of
persist
ono
boy
'
dents
and
ono
g
the
shortoi
open
at
all
times.
not
clusion was reached.
close , may .1 personally thank tho
our kitolion is
Women
'
applications
Those
'
of
'55
and
'56.
path
to
tho
s
Union
conin
tlio
Spa
s
oui
,
,
entire .class of '56 for tho splendid
Duo to a clause
Socia l Solontlsti. "The unif ying
tra ct , Hangout is not able to servo will bo sifted by the committoo and way in which thoy have -accepted Lawn will bo disfi gured . If this con- hypothesis is obvious : Man is the
yon ovory night, but finds itself our advisor , Mr, WilHft >n« i and tho Hangout, Perhaps it is because- tho tinu es, wo must build a.wall to pro- measure' of all things , "
restricted to .th o hours during which four now members will ho selected. on tiro clnss is on tho Hill—thoro toot our Investment . . . " '
Cynic: "What about tho two conRomanticist : "Somethin g thoro is
the Spa is closed, Howovor , our Marti person serves two years on tho could bo any number of reasons for
of Man in t that integrated
ceptions
,
"
room is open all tho time , curds committoo before ho is retired . Bo- the successful start Hangout has that doesn't like a wall
the Department of Econdichotomy,
Academic disunity is a moro sorwill bo found on the tables , and the li ovo mo , it' s a ' complicated arrange- had , but th eir enthusia sm h as sp r ead
'
omics and Sociology ?"
juke box is available for dancing, m ent , hut it works.
to tho upper classes, and at l as t ious problem. Intor-faculty discus"Has
anyone
:
Cleric
considered
Tim second th i rd of your Hangout
However , th o Hangout Committoo Hangout has boon ' accepted for just sion following Dr. Gregory 's looture
of GodP"
voice
the
s
emantic
'
barrier
is (ho moving pictu res wh ich are meetings , whi ch aro hold on Wed- what it s nam e imp lies—a spot tc revealed a
to InWhich brin gs us back to Vox
shown twice a week—Sunday and n esday evenings at 7 :0t) in tlio Rob- "han g out" for an evening 's enjoy- tegrated .Liberal Education. Emowho has reached a state of
'
opuli,
was
achieved
tional rapport
Thursday nights. Your movie com- erts Union , are open to all who wish m ent .
through P
disintegrati on ." Pax Vobislete
comp
conceptual
cosmologies,
a variety of
mittee is not' try ing to bring to you to att end , and T. hopo that somo ol
Art Eddy
- Hangou t Mgr but tho fact remained that onoh de- cum.
p ictures that you have never soon (h o members of tho freshman class
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EDITOR
SARAH PACKARD

305 Ways To

A Woman's Heart

Letters to Editor

Sound and fur y

...

FRATERNITY NEWS
(Continued from Page Three) ,
going to have your baby?" •
Cal slowly raised his gazing eyes
from the funny papers and replied,
"Oh , I had it this morning." .
He then proceeded to lower his
gaze back to the funnies and sat
quite unperturbed while the rest of
the'house went wild.
:j
Congratulations, anyway, Mr. . and
Mrs. Atkins.
Coach Merrill's speed merchant's
gave the fans- quite a thrill as the
D.TJ.'s were taken into camp 25-19
in overtime, during a rugged pigskin duel last week. The highly
touted Delta U. 's were unable to
stop the wild flinging of quarterback
Dick Skelley, who passed for three
of the four Zete tallies. Pete Klinzman passed for the other one(Sorry, Pete. The temptation was

just too great.)
The Black Knights received more
encouragement Sunday when "Bo"
Fisher's "I" formation was halted
and the Zete's beat the ATO's 19-6
in a game-scrimmage. Coach Merrill kept the hoys under wraps most
of the ' game and ..stuck .'to basic
plays. The Alpha Tau's scored a
moral victory, however, when their
swifty, Super Ganem, outran yours
truly in a test of speed. I still think
you cheated , Supe.
Now for a few items to fill up
space.
Orchids and Onions Department :
Orchids to: . . . . . • ,- • ¦'
Bowdoin College for a fabulous
weekend. The hospitality shown us
leeches was really tremendous.
The varsity football team for
proving this is our year.
Bob Fraser for his touchdown at

Sorsrlty-lews . ' '
Tri-Delts
With the summer well over and
classes in full swing, the Tri-Delts
find many projects to-use up spare
(?) moments .
Brooksie and Ginny have marvelous reports from summers in Europe
ending with "When I go over next
time . . . ¦" Syl, and Helen' had a
gay time out in Sun -Valley at the
National Convention. It seems the
welcome mat was really rolled out

and well-worn in a short five days.
Judy returned to school wearing a
Deke pin — congratulations , Frank ;
and soon after school started , R u th
and Dave took the step — the best
to you both.' Jay received her diamand ring — many wonderfu l wishes
to you and Pete.
Many clickings of needles can be
heard — preparations for the sock
sale. Help Nick Sarris by buying
socks ! All proceeds will go to him .
Congratulations to Mary Dundas
and Ruth McDonald on their initiation into Delta Delta Delta. We are
also proud to announce that Margaret Grant accepted a bid from
the Tri-Delts.
A. D. Pi
The Alpha Delta Pi' s are over
the middle , for last Wednesday,
October 8, they had their second
open party — and what a success.
We've decided to rent the higgest
hall we can find for the next party
— have you seen the size of that
Freshman class ?
Much to our distress we forgot
to mention last week about "Gilly "
Washington 's trip to Brazil this
past summer . Yes , Gilly decided that
it was time to give the fellows, way
down south a break — so she was
off!!!
There's no need to ask it she had
a good time , just watch her face
li ght up when you mention any place
south of Boston.
We can 't quite figure out if ' one
of those many admirers didn 't quite
outshine all the others — come on ,
Gil, you can tell us , we're your
sisters, aren 't we?
Yes sir , there was a hot time in
Brazil last summer — and it wasn 't
all coffee , either! '

Good luck to .you in your new job .
This last week, we learned that
Pete Thomas , a Sigma of '51, became engaged to "Big E" Yaeger,
an Alpha Tau Omega of the same
class .* Congratulations.
I n conc l us ion , all the Sigma Kappas wish to express their hope of
having hockey return to the campus
as a regular school sport.

GIGUERE'S
!

¦

BARBER SHOP

'

j

and

i

BEAUTY PARLOR
Tel . 680
146 Main St.

\
Norwich . (Honest , that' s what he
!
told us.)
Betsy Powley, • for being such a
'
i '
i
good kid. (Oh , the power of the
^
press.)
I Super Shirt Laundry j
Coach Merrill , for allowing his
DRY CLEANERS
|
]
football team to break training SatBachelor Bundle Service
[
!
urday night.
74A
Elm
St.
Tel.
1834
\
[
Joan Hall for having suclv a great
friend as Tom . V
Good Sam Hummel and Bill Hennig for gracing our home with their
presence over the weekend.
Onions to:
STATIONERS
i
i
Mark Powley, for trying to kill a
170 Main Street
j
; •
little "bird dog " at the Bowdoin
WATERVILLE
MAINE j
Deke House.
The person who started the" vicious rumor that Zete's speak only
to Zete's. As far as' boys ' go, we
are only trying to keep' rushing on
|
Compliments of
i
a clean level. As far as girl s are concerned, well , let' s face it , we're
. .bashful .
Quality, Service
Where
Boh Kiernan and Lou Zambello,
on general principles.
and
I
Mark Powley again , for hindering
Cleanliness Prevail.
my "five-year p lan " with his embarrassing remarks.
Waterville , Me.
Main St.
Tomorrow ni ght is dance night
1
OPEN DAY and N I G H T
at the Zete House and all are inPanhellenic
vited. Don 't be bashful , just walk ¦
On Sunday afternoon , September
in. See you all there.
28'th, the Panhellenic Council openGuess that' s it for this week.
ed the 1952 rushing season with a
Hope the whole column makes it to
:
coffee for all freshmen girls. Presi- !
the presses this time .
Phone 343
dent Tiilie Tyler, Alpha Delta Pi ,
• ' •:
T. D. P.
began the meeting with a talk on the
'
The brothers of this fraternity rules of sorority rushing, after which
would like to take this opportunity we adjourned to Dunn Lounge for
to wish Nick Sarris a very speedy informal discussions. Other members
TAXICAB SERVICE*
recovery. , We .hope to. see..him back of the Council for ..the year '52-'53
at Colby in the near, future. . Not include : Sue Smith , Alpha Delta Pi ;
' ' •
To and From The Campus
much action took place at the TDP Jane Bailey and Gig Boy, Sigma
;
House last weekend due to the minor Kappa ; Betty Winkler and Larry
fact that no one was here. Brother Walker , Delta Delta Delta ; Mike,
Phone 343
Tillman started the mass exodus by Pike and Jean Strout , Chi Omega .
'
winging his way to the Empire State.
For the next few weeks , the four
Close behind him were brothers Mac- sororities will be very busy enterGillivray and Alport who bonibed taining the freshmen at open parties
.their way to "Bean Town". The held in the . sorority rooms.
pines of Bowdoin saw half the
Panhellenic wishes to extend a
Rollins - Dunham Co.
brothers for the Amherst game. cordial welcome to all the freshman
; '
Brother Ostrove got lost, but manHARDWAR E
Sigma Kappa
aged to get to the game by the
¦
fourth quarter, '
School and its work has finally
'
HOUSEWARES
The roaring Tau Delt foot ball snowed us all , but some Sigma Kapteam edged out the Phis in a great pas still find time for certain extraWESTINGHO USE
game which saw AII-American Bob currioulars . On a moonlight night
Slotnick intercept four passes. Barry last week, one of our sisters, Joyce
Jj evew played a great game and Whith am , class of '54, was pinned
APPLIANCES
' ' ,'
' ' ;' ; '
scored a touchdown.
to Chuck Spencer,, a Lambda Chi
:
Ed Eisen and , the social com- Alpha of the Class of '53, That night
'
mittee have planned a small party after the dorms were closed , about
'
to he held immediately after the twenty Lambda Chis came down to
,Trinity
game. The usual will be Woodman and seranaded Joyce.
Tardif Jeweler
served : coffee and cookies , with a Later in the week , Joyce received
birch firo in our imscreoned fire- red roses from Chuck' s brothers.
"Waterville 's Sterling
iplace , to set the right atmosphere. Congratulations to-1' you both, AnHeadquarters "
iSounds massive. Let' s hope tho flue other Sigma went . out this last !
of the chimney is open this time. weekend for an ' extra-curricular.
<
Agent for
(CONGRATULATIONS to Bob Fis- Joan Erskino entertained
her fiance,
cher for the fine jo b he did in organ- Gary Green, From all reports , she
Towle - Gorham - Wallace !
isin g IUDK) COLBY. We see walked around in a cloud and had
'
International - Lunt
Brother Grodborg had a little visitor a terrific time. Besi d es this, different
last weekend. Good to see you again , extra-curricular, Jan e Whipple took
Reed & Barton - Heirloom <
Chioky. Hail Caesar! That' s all for on another. She was elected WAA
• '
.
\ .
now.
representative for, Sigma Kappa. :
;

.

.

W. W. BERRY & CO. j
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"HE WHO HE SITATES IS LOST !"

From NowSensational
On Turn Immediately Every Week To The CCfL'BY BOOK STORE Advertisement
Savings
for Their
Weekly 'Special ! A different Special Every Week ! We are now passingf our
on to YOU , and YOU, an d YOU !

This
Week
'
s
SPECIAl. - STATI ONERY
Nowhere can you match our values for :
Colby Imprint and Plain Stationey
largo
Fraternity and Sorority Stationery

__
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Regular $1.25 Our Price 50c
Regular $1.10 Our Price 50c
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Mules Romp As
Horsemen Lose

he excelled at tlie end position on his
college football team. The new lanky
coach came to Colby from the University of Delegare where he served
as line coach. So not only was it out
freshman 's debut but it was also the
debut of the well-liked coach.
On Friday, October 10, the nervous, but conditioned Colby frosh
team met a big freshman team from
Bates for the first time in the history of the two schools. The Colbyites started fast , scoring twice in
the opening minutes of the first
period on two line smashes by the
hard-charg ing fullback, "Barkey "
Boole. Credit must also be given
to "Bones " Jones for his broken
field running which set up the scoring opportunities , and to quarterback Farl ey for his fine ball handling. Morissey drop kicked the extra
point to make the score 13-0 at the
end of the first half.
In the final period , halfback Furlong added another tally to make
the final score read 19-0.
The fine defensive stalwarts of
Higgins, Rhodes, and Dino "The
Bull" Branson thwarted any scoring
attempts by the opposition. Branson 's hard-driving tackles slowed up
the Bates runners greatly .

Red silk flags , fumbles, and a lopsided football game ! That was it at
Rocky Appelbaum
Northfiel d, Vermont, last Saturday
as the White Mules pushed , powered , and passed their way to a
If you keep on predicting long enough, you're bound to hit a grid victory over Norwich University .
winner sooner or later. Flushed with victory after my successful
The score was ' moderately close
choice of Colby oyer Norwich last week, and with a winning streak but not so the game. The Mazemen,
at stake, I must finally go against my wishes and pick Trinity to exhibiting surprising power on the
defeat Colby by one touchdown in tomorrow's-game. This Trinity ground , treated the few Colby fans
team is big and fast , and although they have lost several men through to a dazzling display of running
early in the first period as Tom
graduation and injury, including former captain Bill Goralski, an Davis took a handoff from Joe Carall-time Trinity great, they , should still have enough to take care tier ; scooted right end and galloped
of the White Mules by about six or seven points.
52 yards to put the Mules in front .
Fornaciari booted the seventh
Dick
Last . Saturday saw the Mazemen produce their first victory over point and the Colby band , having
a slow but monstrous Norwich team. Perhaps the best word to des- travelled 221 miles for the game,
cribe the Norwich club is "inept". Clumsy to the point where they broke forth with >'On to Victory".
got in each other's way, they made up for it by their rather question- The sweetness of that victory was
able defensive and ofnensive play, consisting mostly of holding and marred only by an injury to cocaptain Buddy Reed and perhaps by
clipping. In reading a few different newspaper accounts of the game. the frequent inarches of the little
I saw that the reporters claimed that Colby had had plenty of trouble men in black and " white stripes —
squeaking out the game. Either these reporters were not at the game, toward the Colby goal line.
or they were watching the Norwich freshmen play, because the only The highest light of the contest
respect in which the Colby-Norwich game was close was in the score, was the 6' 4" quarterback chucking
for the Horsemen. He connected for
which was hardly indicative of the game . In the first place the Mules over 100 yards , wandering all over
scored no less th an three touchdowns which were nullified because the backfield in search of receivers.
of penalties on the play. Included among these was .a highly doubtful But we had our standouts, Davis
double penalty play which ended with Norwich retaining the ball ran bard as usual but seemed to
instead of a Colby score. In the second p lace the statistics showed locate more holes m the opposing
line. Tom gained 180 yards behind
that Colby was able to. gain 254 yards by rushing while Norwich excellent blocking. Ray Billington
could gain only 20 yards on the ground. If you think that Norwich got in another great game, picking
made up for it by passing superiority^ you're wrong. Joe Cartier had a 20" yard Cartier pass right out of
a better completion record than Ed Meehan, the passer for Norwich. the arms of a defending cadet . DefSo if the reporters consider that this game was a close one, they can ensively Tony Yanuchi gets the olive
wreath . Yanuchi and co-captain Bazthink so, but I'll bet that they weren't in Northfield to .see it.
er constantly smashed through the
Last week in trying to spot our . team's weaknesses against the Coast offense to dump the ball carrier
Guard, I singled out the weakness of our defensive line,. and the behind the line of scrimmage. Fornaciari playing his first genuine offeninopportune penalties which we incurred. I believe that we can say sive role sliced off-tackle for quite
that the defensive line has picked up quite a bit. Holdings Norwich a few yards, once to scoie. But desclub to a net total of 20 yards is a good job any day, and I take my pite the fine play of these men and
hat off to the whole line from Bob Alpert at one end to "W.hitey John- other reliables like Charlie Windson at the other. Special congrats to George Bayer, Buddy Reed and horst , Al Hibbert , and the unsung
subs , the Mules couid only convince
Johnny Dutton , as well as Chick Marchand, Bob Kiernan and Tony the referees of three ' of their five
Yanuchi for alert and heads-up play.
touchdowus to gain a 19-13 win.
As far as penalties were concerned , the Mules were guilty a total Ro the Mule tasted victory . That
certainl y isn 't going to make him
of nine times. This seems to be quite a ' large number of penalties. any easier to beat , especially when ho
Not only that, but penalties were responsible for the recall of three has the passing of Cartier , tho retouchdowns which would have turned the game into a slaughter. ceiving of Fraktman and Hudson to
This Trinity team is tough, and I'd like to see them lose the yardage go along with the driving, hard
¦
hitting backs and a forward wall
on penalties instead of us.
that oiin stop a heavier club with
Tommy Davis looked great running out of the ri ght ' halfback 20 yards gained. Tomorrow : Colby
slot. He picked up 110 yards in twelve tries, averaging just under ten vf* . Trinity ! We'll ride ¦with the
who played a little bit of offensive ball Mules.
t

yards a carry. George Piric,
1
also, looked great on a coup le of runs , including a fifteen yard gallop
right through the middle. Charlie Windhorst and Ray Billington
also ran well, though Ray was hurt early in the game and unable to
p lay the remaining quarters . The play of the clay was a 52-yard trek
to paydirt by Tommy Davis who received beautiful blocking on the
play. Al Hibbert was injured very early in the contest and was replaced b y Dick Fornaciari. The "Fornac" really played a great game,
scoring once, and helping to lead an 8U yard touchdown much later
on. Dick should be seeing much move action in the future. Joe Cartier had a fine day again. Colb y 's answer to Hai ry Agganis completed
six out of . twelve passes for a net of 72 yards. Joe has now completed 1.9 out . of 32 aerials, which is pretty good for a small college
•
passer.
I would like to take this opportunity to than k all of you who were
kind enough to send me sympathy card s after the unfortunate conclusion of the World Series. Wait till next year , gang.

Flunk ing Your Courses ? ? ?
A MU ST — VISIT
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A CO MPLETE L I N E
.lUflcs
20.00
'
Pi stols
12.00
'
.Hope
1.00 per yd , (take two)
SPECIA L I Z I N G I N
Study Our Menu at
"Th o Best Course* Around"

THE SHANTY

OPPOSITE WILL IAMS HIGH SCHOOL

OA K LAND

Crews Renovate

606 Ski Area

Yack Club Plans
Active Schedule
With new members recruited at
the Student Activities Fair, the
Colby Yacht Club now numbers
thirty-five . Several races have already been sailed and more are
planned.
A m eet at Point Judith , Ithode
Island , was cancelled but is tentatively re-scheduled for the hist of
this month. Crews . were sent recently to Tuft s and Bowdoin.
The group travelling to Massachusetts included Freshmen George
Ellinwood , Joan Harlowe, Bick Dare ,
and Lynne Brooks. These placed
fifth in a race against Harvard , Dart-

Enthusiastic response met the
Katahdin Council' s plea for help on
the ski area last weekend. Girls,
mostly freshmen , cleaned up, cutting and Clearing brush and . grass,
painting and creosoting. The men
tarred , chopped , and , nailed.
The jump landing hill was cut and
part of the side banks cleared. Some
more of the wind rail was put up
near the top of the ski jump . On
the downhill trail, many of last
year's danger spots were eliminated.
The entire trail was cut closer and
rocks removed so that it will heed
less coverage, giving more ski time
when snow is scarce. The main slope
was cleared of some of the heavier
brush. Since the Outing Club has a
new tow ' rope, the tow line trail was
cleared particularly well so that
there should be no snags.
The lodge, or warming hut, suffered the most damage over the vacation. However, the roof has been
repaired , a new stove installed, and
repairs started on the open hearth
fireplace. The walls and supports
have been leveled, the trim painted,
the main door fixed , and the outside
walls creosoted.
mouth, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, and Holy Cross.
The triangle meet at Bowdoin
matched Colby, Bowdoin , and Holy
Cross. The races were very close,
especially the last one in which Colby
led all the way until Bowdoin came
up at the last moment to win . Crew
members at this meet were Les Van
Nostrand , Betty Ann Cuthbertson,
Bud Staples and Derry Tajlock .
Scoring ran : Bowdoin 19% ; Colby
18%.; Holy Cross 17%.
A freshman team will be at Bowdoin again October 26.
The Club is planning a dance to
raise money for boats which they
hope to acquire by spring.
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Whites! Smart solid colors! With .
the best-styled collars in the world!

ARROW S H I R T S

Coach, Frosh Win
Opener from Bates
Hats off to Mr. John Cuddeback
and tho freshman football squad on
thoir fine showing recently, in their
debut at Seaverns Field against a
brawny Bates aggregation.
For fchoflo who aren 't in tho know ,
John Onddebaok is a now addition to
tho Colb y athletic department as the
head couch, of freshman football. The
now gridiron tuto r attended Hillsdale Collogo in Michiga n, and Int er
graduated from tho _ Univ ersity o f
Maine with a Masters Degree in
Education. At , college John was
. n oted as an all-around athlete but

a tr emendous sele ction

Name your collar , nome your color — w e have Itl
You 'll find button-downs , y/id ©spreads, regular collars . . . Oxfords and bro qdcloths (all "Sanfo rized" *®)
. . . white s' and solid col ors . . . In our terri f ic Arrow

i

^^Mw^Crw

S3.95 up

-

sele ction. All expertl y tailo red for smo oth, neat fir.
Come in while selection s are at thoir peak!

m

The Stor e f or Men mid Boys

180-158 MAIN STREET

Gives tho Colby Student

SHOE REPAIRING AND DYING
Quality Sorvloo
Ono Day Sorvloo
For Your Convenience Will Deliver
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Pacy '27

Howie '41

Come Saturday

inter fratern ity
To 'fldi Football

'. With the coming of the Trinity
game one can 't help but think of the
last time the Hill Toppers appeared
on Mayflower Hill. It was 1950 when
Dan Jesse 's boys had run rough
shod over Swanee 40-0, Coast Guard
41-0, and Hobart 21-6, before they
carhe up against an inspired White
Mule eleven and their first defeat,
6-0. Captain Sam Oberg was Little
All-American the previous fall and
Don Magnoli and Bill Goralski were
candidates this season yet a diving
tackle by Bob Cannell saved the
bacon when Trinity drove deep ito
Colby territory. George Pirie was
also a standout on defense, JYom the
Colby defeat Trinity went on to whip
Middlebury, Amherst, Wesleyan, and
Tufts to finish with a 7-1 record .
Now comes Mr. Dan Jessee and
his Hartford eleven with three
straight wins to their credit . Colby
again is bound t*o play a great home
game. Both teams have new stars
to replace the Little Ail-Americans.
Jim Logan and Hum DelMastro have
taken over for Goralski and Magnoli
while Colby has broken field runners
of the Chet Harrington type in Tom
Davis and Ray Billington. Another
morsel which the combatants may
ponder as they ready for each other
is Trinity 's 41-0 romp of last year.
Nels Corey is gone but the players ,
many of whom put in a long afternoon last year , hope to. make it
two out of three against one of the
finest small college team s in the
east. Jessee 's 76 wins-30 losses attest
to .the fact that football is big at
Hartford , and Trinity is big in New
England.

A. T. 0. 13, Indies 0. •
Touchdowns , Beatty, Voorhees.
Zetes ; 25, D. TJ. 19 (sudden death)
Touchdowns : Klingman, Tallier,
Manus,/ Jones, Judson , Merrill,
'
Skelley.
Tau Delt 6, Phi .Delt 2.
Touchdown : TJIlman.
Safety : Larson.
K. D. P. 14, A. T. O. 6.
L. C. A., D. K. E. cancelled because
of rain.
The I. F. league opened with the
L. C. A. the choice for top honors
with a vastly improved Zete team
showing class also. Bob Voorhees
pitched and ran the A. T. O. 's to
a 13-0 victory over the Indies. Pete
Klinzman and Dick Shelley waged
a great aerial duel for four periods
with the blue and gold Zetes winning in . a 10-minute sudden death
overtime . Tau Delts showed that
they also must be considered for top
honors as they stubbornly defended
their early touchdown to defeat a
big but slow Phi Delt six 6-2.
Two losses are . necessary to eliminate a team from competition.
COLBY SCORI NG
(vs. Coast Guard and Norwi ch)
TD Conv. Tot
Ed Fraktman
2
o
12
Charlie Windhors t
2
0
12
Dick Fornaciar i
1 1
7
Tom Davis
1 0
6

Harold B. Berdeen

Averill Lectures
Begin Tonight, The eminent archeolog ist , Count
Byron de Prorok , will deliver the
opening Averill Lecture of the season , entitled : ''Glorious Greece '' .
The Lecture will be held in Women 's
Union at 8 :00 p.m. tonight.
Born in Mexico of . French and
Magyr parents , Count . de. Prorok is
a fellow of the Royal Geographic
Society, and has been honorably decorated by several European countries
for his outstanding achievements an
his field . He is the only one living of
a group of explorers which were
present at the opening of the tomb
of King Tut. This is the only unrobbed , untouched Egyptian tomb
known to modern archeologists.
Among his eighteen archeologieal explorations , Count de Prorok has
made exploration s in Greece, Asia
Minor , Arabia , North Africa , and
Mexico.
A populai - man on the lecture platform for the past ten years, Count
de Prorok is primarily, concerned
with new developments in archeologieal discoveries. He claims to be the
discoverer of King Solomon 's mines ,
an ' outstanding j ob of excavation in
Carthage . A group of which Count
de Prorok was a member, is credited
with the discovery of £he emerald
mines of Cleopatra .

Faculty Flourish;
Five New Fathers

;

Are we just noticing it now, or
has it always been true that rnore
1 and more children in the back
We Give You Service
' ' j seats of tourists' automobiles "are
Telephone 152
§2 Pleasant St. Waterville , Me. | looking at comic books instead of
the scenery.

. Five Colby faculty members enjoyed blessed events this summer.
Three/of the five babies , were born
to members of * the English department, the other two were born to
Mr. Oilman of the Philosophy, and
Relig ion department and to Mr.
Koons
, Professor of Geology .
[ Let Us Prepare - Your Car for Winter Driving |
The John Sutherland's started the
:
With Our "Know-How" Service
J movement to enlarge Colby families
this vacation. An eight-pound, fourounce son , Peter Edward, was born
to them on August 7. He is- their
___ _ _ ' . fir st child and Mrs. Sutherland com«- - __ - _- - - — - - — - — ~ — _- _- _- - -.- - — _. _. __ _. — _ _ .. _
.
,
mented that he looks wonderful and
is doing very well.
The Mark Benbows were second
in line with a daughter , the only
girl of the group. She is Elizabeth
Ann , born August 15 weighing seven
pounds , five ounces. This is the
second child of Mr. Benbow , a member of the English department , also.
Mrs. Benbow tol d an ECHO reporter
that the little girl already quotes
Shakespeare, but it was probably
just their interpretation of hor gur,
gles.
A .son, Geoffrey, born August 2.3,
is tlie first child of the Perley Leightons. Ho weighed seven and one hal f
pounds at birth . Since he was their
first child , Mrs. Leighton did not
feel qualified to, make any comment
except that , ho is "just nice ".
Our .Exceedingly Handsome,
Tho Richard Gilmans carried on
in tho campaign for mores newcomers
Colorful , Hand Framed
aftor tho English ( department had
laun ched it. A son , ' Bradley Morris ,
was born to them on September 16.
He weighed nine pounds , nine and
a half ounces — roally a bouncing
are reinforced with 10% Nylon, for long wear.
baby boy. Ho will bo a companion
for tho Gihrmns ' two-year-old daughagainst
shrinkage.
Kroy processed to guard
ter ,' Marsha,
The last baby born to faculty
m emb e r s u p t o this time i s th o
son of Mr. and , Mrs. Donaldson
Kcions. The baby , Peter Ort q ui st ,
was born September 28 and wei ghed
six - , pounds , eleven ounces. Little
Peter .i s tlio third child of the Koons.
He is tho only baby so far this year
born aftor classes started ;, but m or o
are ex p ected !

!_ ob, Novelty and Social Printing 1

Maine is Again Stacker Headline
Featured in Simy (Drawing Nearer
in National Mag "Just two weeks left in which
The latest in the long list of
national magazines to feature the
State of Maine this year is the
current November issue of "HofiV
day" with a feature stoiy on Portland , written by Agnes Burke
Hale.
Agnes Hale, a long-time resident of Gushings Island in Casco
Bay,' knows Portland and writes
with a warm regard for the City
and its heritage: .
Tracing the evolution of the
fine families of this seaport community through the era- of Machigonne, Falmouth and Portland
and the environs of Sacarrappa,
and Purpooduck, now Westbrook
and Gape Elizabeth , Mrs. Hale
states that althoug h time has
wrought- its inevitable changes,
"Portland life , culturally and sociall y, never dies down, "
Many of die city's clubs and
organizations are mentioned in the
article as she discusses the customs
and habits of the people of Portland.
The author states, "Despite gossip, Portland Harbor does not
freeze over. " As for the . weather,
"It is good weather, seasonal , often charming, and sometimes
dramatic." She quotes a Portland
matron on being asked the perennial question , "But what do you
do in the Winter?" while on a
visit to Chicago , as replying, "Oh,
we all dine out together and deplore the vulgarities of the Middle'West".
Under the heading, "The Poets
Sang of Portland , Maine", the
"Holiday" article says that "Portland is one of the few places where

to get that inspection sticker,"
warned Lientenant John deWinter, Director, Division of Traffic
and Safety, Maine State Police.
'.'Don't delay that inspection",
he urged. "Although you are not
legally obliged to have that sticker until the final /day of October,
an early check-up may pay dividends."
"Many traffic mishaps could be
eliminated each year, if every car
on the streets and highways were
kept in first-class condition. The
finest driver in the world is not
immune from accidents, if he is
driving a car that is mechanically
deficient.
"The most important people in
the world ride in your car," added
Lientenant
deWinter ,
"your
friends, your family, and you.
Don't take a chance — even for
one day. Be sure that your car is
in the finest condition always. If
you haven't received that October
inspection yet, get it at once. Such
action may save repair bills, personal injuries, and possibly, your
own life."

the old values have survived —
the best of whatever it is that
New England is."
According to the Maine Publicity Bureau , Maine has been
accorded recognition by way of
more features and stories in national publications this year than
'
ever before.
Maine People will discover a
new appreciation ft5r the State's
largest metropolitan area in reading Agnes Burke Hale's article,
"Portland , Maine" in rhe.Novernber "Holiday".

Cook's Gulf Service Station

Phone . 83066

Across from Radio Station

i

Throw awa y Your
. Sock Stretchers altidf '
Your Darning Needles !
¦
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NEW TICKET' .,, . . Candidate for top mirth-maker James S. (For
Schii Kwola) Diirrvtc and Margaret Truman team up for a new
radio show from Hollywood.

WOOL . AR . GYL .E&
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Sizes 10y2 to 13 v "
Ankle Length
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Open a Charge Account

FOR SALE

Use Our Free Check Cashing Service
"
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Good Usod Car — Oldsmobllo
Now Tiros •— Now Battory

i

]
i

' , Loavoiword in Faculty .Box ]
1
Professor E. Comparottl . "J

UNNECESSARY SMDE . . . Jorry Prlildy, Tiger 2nd baseman ,
slides homo In game against Browns and breaks log. In ton
photo, a team nwte eiguals Priddy ulldo Is not needed.

j

»

REPORTERS THIS WE EK
,
Herb Adams
Stu Bellows

,

Julie Brush

Nancy Carroll
Helen Cross

John Erickson

Larry Gray
<vHugfi MacDonald .
Susan Miller
Al Nagy
Yvonne Noble
Rebecca Rowe

.
'

Traffic PeatSis
Keep Pace With
Previous Years

POLLARD NAMED
( Continued from Page One)
j educational public ¦relations and fund
-• ' , '
I raising. .
)
Previous to his appointment to
the Colby staff , Dr. Pollard was in
i
charge
of public relations and finj
ance at Itussel l Sage College, and
] was Assistant
to the President at
i
Antioch College and Lake Forest
College.
j
Dr. Pollard has also had wide, experience as a teacher. He was head
.
of the department of English at the
Veterans. College of Hunter College.
j

f i

"Good Shoes for
College Men and Women "
¦

Fourteen September traffic
deaths brought the highway fatality total to 101 for the fiist nine
months of 1952. This compares
favorably with the figure 'of 1.09
deaths at the end of September
last year.
Five pedestrian fatalities raised
this year's total to thirty-four persons who have died walking on our
streets and highways. Only twentyseven pedestrians had been killed
during this same nine-month period in 1951. Four of the five walkins victims were children. Two
were four years old ; one was six ;
one was seven. The other September traffic accident victims were
seven passengers and two drivers.
Nine of the month's fatalities
occurred during the hours of darkness. Three died in a head-on collision on Sunday, September 7th,
shortly after midnight. Only two
of the deaths came in urban .sections — twelve died in accidents
in rural areas. This brings the
total of rural traffic fatalities to
seventy-three for the year, as compared with twenty-eight urban
deaths.
What's going to happen the rest
of the year? Let's look back over
the records of the past three years
and see what the fatality picture
has been for the period, October
through December. We find that
an average of forty-six persons
have been killed during this last
quarter of the year. The finest
record we have had to date was
last year's low of forty deaths
during this three-month period,
making it possible for us to establish a new annual low of 149 traffic deaths. If wc do as well this
year from October 1st through
December 31st, we shall finish
with a total of 1^1 killed — a saving of eight lives .
You and I, as drivers and pedestrians, are the determining factors. We are the ones who can
make possible this saving of life.
By careful , considerate driving,
and cautious, alert walking, we
can make valuable contributions
to this very worthwhile effort. It
is entirely possible that by so doing
we may be saving our own lives.

l____r^-__-T |-___i ¦ Mr .

Assistant Professor of English at
the University of Toledo , and instructor of. English at the University
of Buffalo.
He also includes writing among
his many "talents.' He has Avritten
a biography of John Greenleaf Whittier published by Houghton Mifflin
in 194.9, and. he is an authority on
college pamphlets and catalogues.
He has two books in preparation ,one of them dealing with the Special aspects of the financing of higher
education.
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GAL LERT
Si^OE STORE
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Maine
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HANG OUT

MOVIE
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WE ENTEND CREDIT

'
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; THU RSDAY , OC TO BER 23rd
"CALL NORT H SIDE 777"

(

1vj-.wwT;rt :w awn-" ¦¦;<-'arr
I7^w»t7»¦¦¦.¦
*

STARTS SUNDAY , OCT. 19 ,
¦
Bill Mauldha's
| .
\

I

I
¦

Jeanne Craine

'

SUNDAY — MONDAY
Marlon Brando in.
"THE MEN "
Steve Cochran in
"TANKS A R E COMING "

^

SUNDAY , O CT OBER 19th

I

ATO unanimously favored it, and
DICE, KDP, and Lambda Chi followed suit. Dormitory floors followed
in the parade of signatures , with
lists from freshmen,- independents,
and women 's houses. Individuals
wrote private letters: From the entire deluge came a single dissenting
vote.
Awaiting the decision, B. Fisher,
hockey captain sans team, and leader of pro-hockey student action ,
stated hopefully, "Colby may yet
have an intercolleg iate team." :;¦

J

"PINKY"

51 Main Street
Waterville

'< ',

¦— —
¦
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PRESIDENT BIXLER
(Contiued from Page One)
ning the team informally as a student-sponsored organization. Neither
of these met with much favor from
students.
*
The decision of the Trustees will
be reported by President Bixler at
a second meeting, October 23.
In the meantime, names were
flooding the ECHO office, endorsing
hockey vigorously and enthusiastically. Soine came from organizations :

|
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j
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.
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< TUESDA Y — W EDNESDAY /
1; Gene Tierney . Dana Andrews
"LAURA"
\y
Tyrone Power in
['
\
j
"THIS A BOVE AL L" ¦
\

"WILLIE AMD .JOE
BACK AT THE FRONT"

]
-!

WED. -THURS., OCT. 22 - 23
Wayne Morris
"ARCTIC FLIGHT"
Added New Hit
' John Archer
i Jane -Nigh
"RODEO"

]
<
\
j
'(
!
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A res pon sible consultin g org anization has
reported the results of a continuing study by a
competent medical specialist and his staff on the
effects of smoking Chesterfield cigarettes.
A group Of people from various walks of life
was organized to smoke only Chesterfields. For six
months this group of men and women smoked their
normal amount of Chesterfields-10 to 40 a day.
45% of the group have smoked Chesterfields continually from one to thirty years for an average of
'
10 years each,
,

j Sj

_? ^a ..flWtN .j,T*? _i
>^ VJ^^vifc J

examination, including X-ray • .p ictures, by the
medical specialist and his assistants. The examination covered the sinuses as well as the nose,
ears and throat.
hb
^ medical specialist , after a thorough examilj ation of every member . of the group, stated :
" lt {* m? °Pinion that the ears, nose, throat and
accessory organs of all participating subjects examined b^ me we^e not adversely affected in the
six-months period by smoking the cigarettes
provided."

At the beginning and at the end of _ tjhe sixmonths period each smoker was given a thorough CSSJ
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Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
JOAN CRAWFORD
"SUDDEN FEAR"
Wed. - Thurs. Only ¦¦!
AT REGULAR PRICES

MOIRA SHEARER

"TALES OF

HOFFMAN"
In Technicolor

Fri. r~Sat. — 2 Hits

I

_n tJ H lf;

!

"THE¦ FIGHTER"
'

|,

—.

—

PAUL HENRIED

[

LISABETH SCOTT

;

[

1

RICHARD GONTE

"STOLEN FACE"
¦
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Copyrlfiht 1952, LI0OWT „ MYBU8 Todacco Co,
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